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1.0 SHEPHERDS AND KINGS
In its Old Testament usage, the shepherd always metaphorically means the leader, the King. God himself is
referred to as the Shepherd of Israel (Psalm 80:1). David was brought from caring for sheep to be a
shepherd-king over Israel (Psalm 78:70-72). Micah 5:5 and NahuM 3:18 uses the word shepherd to refer to
leaders, princes and nobles.
The Old Testament usage is different from the New Testament usage. Whereas the leader of God's people
was a king-shepherd in the Old Testament, he is a shepherd -king (or servant-leader) in the New Testament
usage. God had forewarned in I Samuel 8:11-17, that a king will always be a tyrant. By the time of the
prophet Ezekiel, God denounced in strong terms such king-shepherd (see also Zechariah 10:3, 11:4-17 and
13:7). In Zechariah 9:9, the LORD introduced the new pattern of servant-leaders for the New Testament
era: "Behold your King, righteous and victorious, yet he is humble, riding on a donkey".
The Lord Jesus further develops this servant-leadership theme in Luke 22:25-26, John 10:1-18 and 13:1-16,
where, he referred to Himself as the good shepherd and demonstrated that leaders must serve the
followers.
Later on, Peter, who became the first leader of the Church, stipulated that the leaders of God's people must
not lord it over God's people (I Peter 5:1-3). Pathetically, what we have today as Church leaders and
ministers is a generation of king-pastors.
The Cruden's Complete Concordance to the Bible defines a Minister as 'used in the Bible mainly in the
archaic sense of one who serves, waits on and attends another... those who are to care for the work of the
Gospel (1 Corinthians 14.1).

2.0 TWO TYPES OF SHEPHERDS
Hosea 12:12-13 (New Living Translation) contrasts two types of shepherds; Jacob fled to the land of Aram
and earned a wife by keeping sheep. Then the LORD led Jacob's descendants, the Israelites out of Egypt, by
a prophet (Moses), who guided and protected them (emphasis mine).
In this passage are represented the two types of shepherd in the Church today- the Jacob- type and the
Moses-type. The Jacob-type is in ministry because of what he earns, and his ministry is based/motivated by
manipulation, greed and scheming (Jacob means deceiver, who grasps by the heel). Like Jacob manipulated
himself into Laban's house and worked for fourteen years to marry his daughters, such ministers call
themselves into the ministry for personal gain. In contrast, the Moses-type was selfless and meek, a leader
who asked God to blot out his name in the Book of life, if God will not forgive his followers (Exodus 32:32).
He stood in the gap for the church in the wilderness, to the extent that things went wrong with him for
their sake (Psalm 106:23, 33). Today we have ministers (and parents) who rather hold their followers in
bondage by witchcraft, curses and threats of curses.
We are called as ministers and leaders over God's people to be shepherds (pastors) rather than kings,
servants rather than masters?

He chose David also his servant, and took him from following the ewes great with young he brought him to
feed Jacob his people, and Israel his inheritance. So he fed them according to the integrity of his heart; and
guided them by the skillfulness of his hands. (Psalm 78:70-72).
From the passage above, a model Christian leader is:
1. Put in place by God; God is the One that promotes, he lifts up one and put s down another.
Christian leadership is not achieved by strife or manipulation, neither by favoritism or ethnic
consideration.
2. Chosen appointed and selected by God; leadership involves a process of selection and ordination.
David was the youngest person in his father's house but God chose and selected him from among
his brethren
3. A servant of God. Christian leadership is servant hood. To be a leader is to be Servant. That was the
principle Jesus left for us.
4. Exposed, experienced in a previous vocation. The experience that David used to face Goliath, and
to lead God's people was garnered at the backside of the wilderness
5. Faithful in another person's business. The Lord taught very clearly that He that is not faithful in
another's work can not have his own committed into his hand
6. Promoted from a lowly obscure job. Every call to leadership is a promotion from a previous obscure
assignment.
7. Served a period of tutelage. He that aspires to leadership must be ready to undergo a reasonable
period of tutelage and apprenticeship.
8. To take care of both old and young. A leader must be ready and able to cater for all ages and
gender of persons in is flock
9. Recognize the congregation as God's people. The Christian leader sees the flock not as his personal
congregation to be manipulated and controlled as he wishes. Rather he treats them as God's own
special people. He remembers that Moses did not make the Promised Land for calling God's people
a stiff-necked brood of rebels.
10. Relates to them as God's inheritance. Not only are the flock God's people, they are also his
inheritance on the face of the heart, the only people God calls his own on earth, a people he has
given authority and dominion for the events on earth.
11. Diligently feed God's people. The Christian leader, like any good shepherd knows that his
responsibility is to feed the people of God with the pure and undiluted word of the Lord. Hence he
himself should be a good teacher of God's word.
12. A man of integrity. Integrity and wholesomeness is expected of every leader of God's people. He
must be trustworthy, a man of his word
13. Serves from the heart. Like David, he must be a man after God's heart, a lover and worshipper of
the LORD
14. Guides the people. Like the shepherd of Psalm 23, the leader of God's people must guide, lead,
protect, nurture, correct, provide for and care for God's people.

By the Lampstand
December 2002

3.0 THE MAN KING -TONY RAPU
People have always tried to hide from God behind someone else. In the days of Samuel the bible records
that the elders of Israel gathered together and came to the prophet. They said to him as recorded in the
first book of Samuel, "Sir you are old, your sons do not walk in your ways. Make us a king to judge us like all
the other nations" Israel's cry for a king was motivated by their desire to be like other nations. Everyone
else had a king, so why should they not also have their own king. The cry of Israel is the cry of the church
today, "give us a king!" A king we can see rather than an invisible God we cannot see. Samuel tried to
dissuade Israel, "perhaps God has a better plan" but Israel insisted, "No Samuel, we want a king." The bible
records that the people refused to obey the voice of Samuel and insisted on their desire for a king. God had
wanted to be their king, but what they wanted was someone who could take risks on their behalf so they
could safely stay in the background.
What they wanted was someone who could hear God for them and relieve them of their own responsibility
to hear God for themselves. Israel wanted someone to fight their battles for them, do their deliverance
services for them, perhaps tell them when to read their bibles, which chapters to read, when to pray, when
not to pray. Today, sometimes the church inadvertently creates man kings by the exaltation of its leaders.
People love to see pictures of their favourite leaders in newspapers and magazines.
An almanac or calendar that features the powerful man of God would rapidly sell in the Christian
community. Magazines have done features of the best-dressed Christian leaders, the richest Christian
leaders and even the most attractive pastors. Christian leaders and pastors can now easily achieve celebrity
status comparable to music, film and television personalities. The amazing thing is that the people are no
longer seeking a message from these popular Christian leaders; they just love their star quality. Many a
time, a hush would fall on an audience; a holy awe would descend when a man of God enters a place.
But what may have begun as a genuine respect for leaders now degenerates into idol worship, seductively
characterized as "giving honour to whom honour is due". Some of these leaders as they begin to reign as
kings over their local empires, now begin to exercise ruler-ship over the church and the people in it. Such a
strong position of power and influence over men's heart would naturally cause an unprincipled and
spiritually immature leader to begin to manipulate the people for his own gains.
The pastor or the leader in the guise of presenting the vision tells the people what God can do for them and
all they have to do is cooperate. The whole congregation then becomes of one mind because only one mind
is allowed to function. Very gradually a grotesque monster to control and intimidation may appear behind
the concept of unity and vision. Personal liberty and the gifting of the people are then destroyed as they
are brought into bondage of a man-centered organization.
God warned Israel against the dangers of a man-king. He told them that the benefits of a king would soon
be overtaken by the vices of a king.
Man-kings, God told Israel, would cause their sons and daughters to serve them rather than serve the one
true God. This is true today in that you'll find people weary, tired and burnt out serving the will of their
organization yet having no intimacy with the God they claim to serve.
Sometimes, all the sincere man intended to do was carry out the vision God gave him. The vision initially
was intended to serve the people of God, nurture them and ensure they fulfil their purpose and destiny in
God. However the reverse becomes the case as soon as the man takes up the position of king. The people
end up being enslaved to the vision of the king. The man-king ensures, perhaps inadvertently, that the
vision of the organization replaces the will of God for the people. Kings must live in comfort, Kings need
money to increase the size of their empires, and unfortunately the people always have to pay for the
personal ambition of the king.

Those who help the king extend his empire are handsomely rewarded. And those who express concern over
the king's strategies may be side-lined.
Even those who started well may become ensnared in the trappings of power. People who could never
have imagined themselves becoming public figures, who now find themselves speaking to congregations of
hundreds and thousands become sucked in by this corrupting influence of power.
Hardly any of Israel's kings could escape this snare. It took David's deeper yearning for God to keep him on
the narrow path, but yet he paid a great price for it. The lure of money, power, influence, position and a
desire to be relevant in the lives of other people contributes to the creation of this monster on the pulpit.
It's at this time compromise sets in.
Impropriety may also set in. The leader is trapped, the people themselves are trapped, everyone knows
there is a problem but no one knows what to do. Jesus wants to be our king; only His kingdom must be
enthroned on the earth.

Tony Rapu is a medical doctor and a pastor. He can be reached at info@tonyrapu. net. © Copyright 2000
Leaders & Company Limited
http://www.thisdayonline.com/archive/2002/08/11/ 0020811rel02.html.

The article first appeared in the THISDAY ON SUNDAY, 22nd August 2002, under the column THE VOICE OF
ONE PREPARED BUT HIDDEN.
Isaiah 49:2 - 4 is the restless cry of a man that is anointed, prepared and even has prophecies to the effect
that he will do glorious tasks for the Lord; yet he is still hidden and obscure, still in the shadows, like an
arrow in the quiver, a sword in the quiver. He bemoans himself that all his hard work, his anointing, his
spiritual exercises (fasting, prayer, bible study, night vigils, personal discipline etc have been in vain. But he
was wise enough to take and leave his frustration with God, quietly trusting in Him (verse 4), thus preparing
the way for God to reveal a greater purpose, task and glory ahead for him (verse 5-6).
For the man God will use, there is always a time for hiding. The Lord Jesus, even though by the age of
twelve was aware of the Lord's call upon his life, waited for eighteen years for sharpening and preparation,
growing in wisdom, grace and favor (Luke 2:42-45) till he was thirty when he then entered into the
ministry. Paul likewise was hidden in Arabia for fourteen years. Likewise David and Moses before them.
Beloved ,do not be dismayed by the waiting period in the shadows, in the quiver, in the scabbard until you
are properly prepared, skilled, fortified and equipped. In these latter days, anyone who will confront the
godless must be well armed, skilled and fenced; else they will tear the hands that touch them (2 Samuel
23:6-7).

4.0 GIBBORIMS AND NEPHILIMS
The "Mighty Men" of the scriptures refer to humans who have acquired extraordinary or supernatural
fighting abilities. There were two categories of such mighty men- the Gibborims and the Nephilims.
The Gibborims were natural men who had acquired extraordinary fighting skills through practice, expertise,
skill and discipline. David's regular army comprised of these gibborims (1 Chronicles 11; 10 - 12: 38, 2
Samuel 23 8-39)

The Nephilim were demons that had taken the form of men, and men imbued with supernatural satanic
and heroic abilities. In Genesis 6:4, the were referred to as giants, from the Hebrew Nephilim, meaning
"people who have fallen", descendants of "sons of God"-rebellious angels- and ambitious 'daughters of
men'. When the children of Israel got to Canaan, the ten spies reported the presence of giant Nephilims in
the land (Numbers 13:33). Such men with satanic anointing still exist today, drawing supernatural powers
and abilities from demonic sources. Many men of God have become anointed Nephilims, mighty men, and
giants in wickedness and evil. It is for such people the prayers of Psalm 52 and Psalm 140 are to be directed.

5.0 PHASES IN A CORONATION.
The private revelation 1 Samuel 9:15-17
The private anointing 1 Samuel 10:1-10
The public proclamation 1 Samuel 10: 17- 25
The public coronation 1 Samuel 11: 12-13.
6.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE LONG-TERM LEADERS - Dave Craft
.. Well-done, good and faithful servant! - Matthew 25:23 NIV Professor Bobby Clinton of Fuller Seminary
has done extensive studies of leaders in the bible, and he's come to the sobering conclusion that fewer
than 30% finished well. He defines "finishing well" as walking closely with the Lord and being productive for
Him at the end of their lives.
Clinton concluded that those he studied in the Bible -as well as other leaders- shared five characteristics
that enabled them to "finish well':
1. They maintain a personal, vibrant relationship with God to the end
2. They maintain a learning posture and learn from various sources
3. They live by identifiable goals and are characterized by self-control in their minds, will and
emotions.
4. They see the need for meaningful, supportive, personal relationships and devote tine developing
such intentional relationship, starting from their marriage and their family.
5. They have a clear vision, strong biblical convictions, a great sense of perspectives, and a life-long
commitment to please and honour the Lord through a daily, deliberate, surrender to the lordship of
Christ in all this.

This article, an extract of a longer article by the author, first appeared in the Intercessors for America (IFA)
Newsletter, Vol. 29, No. 10, October 2002 and is used with Official Permission.

7.0 POCKETING VISIONS AND MINISTRIES.
The trend nowadays in Ecclesiastical circles is for the minister to tend to pocket the ministry. He sees
himself as the trustee, custodian and owner of the ministry and vision. He then begins to personalize the
ministry, fending off and at times manipulating and intimidating others who God has called to partake in
the fulfilment of the ministry. More so if such persons are anointed and or talented. In so doing, the set
man truncates, dwarfs or kills the ministry and vision, because a vision is always bigger than the visioner,
the ministry always bigger than the minister.

Why do visioners and ministers want to 'pocket' the vision/ministry. It is simply because of their pocket!
Whereas the Lord uses many persons to fulfil and build up a ministry, the visioners feel the dividends must
belong to them alone. "The less the better!"
Such men are called to read and understand Matthew 20:1 - 16. The Lord is the owner of the vineyard; we
all are called in at various stages/phases to fulfil our part. He alone rewards. Many will be first now who will
be last and vice versa.
December 2002.

8.0 THE CALL TO BE SPIRITUAL PIONEERS

- Larry Tomczak.

By definition, a pioneer is "one who ventures into unknown or unclaimed territory to settle" Pioneers may
open up new areas of thought, research or development. Pioneers are trailblazers, champions of a new
order, advance agents who break new ground. They are often people who die without the respect they
deserve.
The word "pioneer comes from the French language and originally meant: a foot soldier sent on to clear the
way". Pioneers are people who refuse to live as yesterday's people or today's people. Their feet are firmly
planted in tomorrow.
As Christians, pioneers realize this world is not their home. Therefore, they live with an eternal perspective.
The writer of the Book of Hebrew described men and women of faith as people with a pioneering spirit
(Hebrew 11: 13- 16).
If you are a Christian, you follow in the footsteps of your role model, Jesus Christ, the pioneer and perfecter
of your faith" (Hebrew 12: 1-2 NRSV). When you look to Jesus you understand that in order for revival to
begin in your life, you must follow Jesus with a reckless abandon into the mysterious unknown-and that
means change. Pioneering men and women of faith understand that change is only constant. This does not
mean change for change's sake, but rather a flexibility and sensitivity to the Spirit in pioneering new ground
and recovering that that has been lost due to disobedience, compromise and neglect in the Church.
Settlers, on the other hand, are people who settle. The word for settle comes from the word as sit.
Pioneers move ahead while settlers choose to stay. In a spiritual sense, settlers are people who settle for
the status quo. They are content with yesterday's manna and whatever leftovers life gives them.
Today a new breed of men and women is emerging! God is bringing together two generations that will
transform this present decadent society. You can be counted among the men and women who are
becoming pioneering Elijah generation in a King Ahab and Jezebel age.
Larry Tomczak serves on the IFA Board of Directors. This article first appeared in the Intercessors for
America Newsletter, Vol. 29, No. 10, October 2002 and is used here with Official Permission.
9.0 BE A PIONEER
The two things that are going to rule and control the natural and the spiritual worlds respectively in the
days to come are:
-

(Computer/Information) Technology, and
Prayers/the Word.

Be current and apply each of these to your vocation.
By the Lampstand,

October 2002

10.0

THE HOBAB PRINCIPLE

"Now Moses said to Hobab the son of Rehuel the Midianite, Moses' father-in-law, "we are setting out for
the place of which the Lord said, "I will give to you. Come with us and we will treat you well; for the Lord
has promised us good things. In as much as you know how we are to camp in the wilderness, and you can
be our eyes. Number 13: 29-32 (Emphasis mine).
A very important purpose in missions, and particularly in Strategic Missions Research is what I term the
"Hobab Principle". This refers to the divine provision of an indigenous person to guide and assist the
missionary or researcher to accomplish his goal. (It is similar to the 'Am Ha'arez of Theology. 'Am Ha'arez is
Hebrew and literally means 'the people of the land' (or what we in Nigeria will call "sons of the soil.)
See-Jeremiah 1:18, 34:19, 37:2,44:21, Ezra 10:2,11, Nehemiah 10:30-31 etc.
Source: A handbook of Biblical Criticism by Richard N. Souilen, p.14).

A constant feature in the scriptures is the divine provision of "sons-of-the soil" to work along His
missionaries. For Moses it was Hobab (Number 10: 29-32). For Joshua it was Rahab (Joshua 2). For Gideon
it was Purah (Judges 7:10-11). For the Danites it was Micah and the young Levite (Judges 18: 2-27). For
David and his men it was the Egyptian slave boy (I Sam 30:11-16). The Apostle Paul had several of them,
including Gaius, Aristarchus and Timothy (Act 19: 29, 20:4).
Every pioneer missionary or research must pray to God to give him a Hobab. A point of caution: the Hobab
usually may not stand well as a Christian. He may be the despised of the society (like Rahab the harlot and
the Egyptian boy). They may be mercenaries, living out of the will of God like Micah's young Levite. They
may even be of much emotional or financial burden on you. But you need them. Indeed, God had provided
them for you, to be your 'eyes' and 'ears' among a hostile people. Treat such a person well! See Num. 10:29
- 32.
(Culled from the book "Biblical Approach to Strategic Missions Research" Tayo Babalobi 2002).
11.0

TWO VISIONS- Segun Adediran

Vision 1:
I saw a dragon coming out of the sea. It brought out his head and vomited blackish venom. The venom
moved on to the land and entered a church building. There it entered into the body of the Minster in
charge, through his flesh, to his soul and into his spirit. The Minister then began to vomit the venom onto
the congregation anytime he ministered. This began to affect the congregation, which became polluted.
These things displeased the Lord.
Suddenly I saw a high mountain in the wilderness with the Lord on its top. There was fire and explosions,
and suddenly I heard a loud voice saying "Come and take your refuge in the wilderness, take your leave
beneath this mountain'. Then I saw men and women running with were remained of their property, panicky
as they sought to find a refuge in the wilderness where the mountain of the Lord is established.

Vision 2:

I saw a man standing before the throne of Nigeria, and an angel with a wide flaming sword in his hand
closely watching over him, ready to strike against any evil committed by him or any one else. Then I heard
these:
"The next election shall be a celebration for my people, but pray that their rejoicing will not be cut short.
For, I will put my servant in there, but he is frail, fragile and beset with many sins. And the church whom I
have given the sword is already using it to destroy one another selfishly". I see the church standing in
groups on plain ground like a host of army, with the leader of each group holding a sword. Suddenly there
was a misunderstanding between the leader of one group and a follower in another, and behold, the sword
holding leader slaughtered the follower.
The slain follower's leader also slew a follower in the other group in revenge. The first leader retaliated by
slaughtering another follower, and an orgy of slaughter of followers followed. One leader even slaughtered
one of his followers in error, but was too busy revenging to regret his mistake.
In the midst of all these confusion, the angel standing watch over the throne drew out his sword and cut
the man on the throne, from his right shoulder to his left thigh, after two years in office. There was
confusion and division, first in the camp of the army of the Lord, and then among those outside.
Pray that I will purge you (the government and the church) that your rejoicing is not cut short.
Pastor Segun Adediran is a missionary and Pastor of Chapel of Missions, Ibadan.

12.0

SORRY, HOW MANY TIMES?

The usual perspective of Luke 17: 1-5 is on the need to forgive a brother who sins against you for as many
times as he repents and apologies. There is another perspective - How many times (in a day) should a
Christian brother be ready to say sorry to his offended brother?
The answer is implied - if you have to say sorry seventy times seven times a day to your brethren, be ready
and willing to so do. Agree with your adversary quickly, lest at any time the adversary deliver thee to the
judge and the judge to the guard, and you be put in prison. (Matthew 5:25 - 27). For an adversary is an
accuser, even when the adversary is a Christian like you.

TWO TYPES OF ADVERSARIES
- SATANIC
- HUMAN

13.0

COVENANTS, OATHS, VOWS AND CURSES -Bernie Mostert

13.1 Covenants
In essence a covenant is an agreement of solemn and binding power in both the natural and spiritual world.
A covenant is not something that is entered into lightly, since it is irrevocable, unchangeable, and binding
on those who made it. It is the strongest expression of a relationship between individuals, people groups
and nations. An inherent component of a covenant is the concept of blessing and curse.
Keeping the agreement results in both natural and spiritual blessings, but breaking it invokes the strongest
possible punishment and curse on the guilty party. A covenant is so serious because of who God is (He is

good, faithful, trustworthy, holy, etc.), and because He chose to enter into a covenant relationship with
people. He felt so strong about His relationship with people, that He bound Himself irrevocably in covenant
to us through Noah, Abraham, and finally through Jesus.
God knows the strong impact of a covenant in the spiritual realm - therefore He commanded His people
with a solemn warning, to keep covenant with Him and with one another. He also knew that Satan would
use this very important authentication of relationship to entice mankind away from God and covenant
them with the spiritual demonic realm - therefore He strictly forbade any such agreement between people
and the spiritual realm.
Any covenant made with spiritual beings, other than God Himself, immediately invokes a curse on the
individual, people group or nation, and opens them up for occult manipulation and control. A covenant
with the demonic realm gives Satan legal right to the lives of people or nations, and forms a barrier that
resists God's blessings. Covenants or treaties with other nations imply that a covenant is also made with
their gods, and God forbids this. A covenant is made when a statement of terms is agreed on. Oaths are
sworn by each party to observe the terms of the agreement, and a curse is invoked in case of the disregard
of the agreement. The endorsement of a covenant is enacted by a solemn, external, ritual act, usually
sealed by an offering or sacrifice of some kind, as well as a physical reminder of the covenant, such as a
written contract, wedding ring, pillar or monument. The higher the value of the sacrifice, the more serious
the effect of the covenant is on the people.
Covenants can be made on individual, family, communal, national or international levels. All of these levels,
except the individual one, legally affect people who may not even be aware of the terms agreed on, their
behalf. Covenants made by previous generations with the express intention to be binding on the
succeeding generations, are as legally binding on the descendants as on those who made the covenants,
and demand the fulfilment of requirements, including the blessings and curses agreed on by the
covenanting partners.
13.2 Oaths
To swear an oath is to give one's sacred unbreakable word in testimony that the one swearing would
faithfully perform some promised deed, or that he would faithfully refrain from some evil act. The swearing
of an oath always accompanied covenants. By taking an oath, one invokes a curse upon oneself, should the
truth not be spoken. Oaths play a very important part in lawsuits, state affairs, and every day life of
individuals. The oath forms the solemn verbal statement or pledge (spoken word) of the agreement, while
the covenant is the substance of the agreement itself. A false oath invokes many curses and judgments on
the guilty party, and requires a sin offering to release such a person from the penalty.
13.3 Vows
A vow can be either positive or negative. A positive vow includes promises to perform certain things or
bring certain offerings in return for benefits. A negative vow is taken, when a person binds himself to
abstain from certain things. A vow is as binding as an oath, when verbalized, and can never be lightly made.
It may be retracted under certain circumstances, and redemption can be made for it.
13.4 Curses
The result of a broken covenant or oath has a negative effect on those who are involved, and the effect is
called a curse. A curse is always used in contrast with a blessing. Like a blessing, a curse can be pronounced
on someone.
The pronouncement of a curse is not just a mere wish that disaster would overtake the person in question,
but has much more spiritual power. Both a blessing and a curse possess an inherent power that spiritually

performs an action in the natural world. As prayers are directed to God to ask for blessings, so curses are
directed to supernatural beings that can inflict serious harm. The use of magic and spells of all kinds is
based on the belief that it is possible to enlist the support of spiritual forces and to persuade them to carry
out the supplicant's wishes.
It is not necessary to perform an act to pronounce a curse, although this is done to increase the faith of the
one placing the curse – merely uttering it aloud is enough to set evil in motion. Generally, the name of a
spirit, god or deity would be invoked to carry more spiritual authority. Once a curse is uttered, it possesses
the power of self-realization.
The Bible is very clear that the person to whom the curse is directed should be deserving of the fate that
was invoked on him. A curse cannot affect someone walking in righteousness and blessed by the Lord.
Curses uttered by ordinary persons are effective, but some individuals who have dedicated themselves to
the service of a spiritual being or demonic force, in virtue of their special relation to this force, are expected
to enlist the power of the spiritual being more easily to effect the harm intended.
In the past the peoples of South Africa have made many covenants with spiritual forces other than God,
and are still doing it. These covenants contribute to the breakdown of society and the increase in crime,
bloodshed and evil in the country. Racial as well as tribal tension has also led to the pronouncing of curses
on people groups and these curses prevent godly reconciliation and healing between races.
If there are any such unholy covenants in your family, people group, community or church, repent of it and
ask the Lord for forgiveness, to break the bondages, and annul the covenants. Examples of unholy
covenants, agreements, oaths and curses are:
-

Secret organizations with hidden agendas, requiring people to make covenants with spiritual beings
through vows and oaths of secrecy.
Any initiation ritual that requires a sacrifice of any kind.
Organizations where the leaders manipulate, dominate and intimidate members to submit to their
leadership, are also part of unholy agreements and covenants.
Oaths or vows of revenge.
Agreements to damage other people or property.
Agreements where one or more parties are unjustly and dishonestly benefiting from the contract.
Organizations where the Holy Trinity is subordinate to the organization or the agreement, and
members are asked to compromise their faith in God or be disobedient to His Word.
Curses spoken over members of your family, yourself or others.
Curses concerning racism and racial hatred.
Family feuds.
Curses spoken over churches or other denominations.
Death wishes.
Covenants between people groups and tribal traditions, gods and spiritual beings.
Unnecessary swearing of oaths and cursing.
Oaths and vows made at sacred shrines, monuments, or temples where something other than the
Father of the Lord Jesus Christ is worshipped.
Any involvement with divination, sorcery, witchcraft and eastern religions (yoga, etc.).
Any involvement in cultural traditions that honour spiritual beings.
Any involvement in bloodshed.
Any involvement in political or ideological movements that required bloodshed and taking of oaths.

Bennie Mostert is Managing Director of Jericho Walls International, Prayer Network, Republic of South
Africa.
14.0

THE PERSECUTED CHURCH

With regard to the focus on the persecuted church and the international day of prayer on 10 November
2002, we invite you to intercede for those who are not allowed to speak and testify of their faith in Jesus
Christ.
14.1 The worst Persecutions
The organization OPEN DOORS regularly publish a list of countries in which the worst religious persecution
occurs. Here is their latest list of these countries, taken from the web site www.opendoorsusa.org. The
countries are listed in decreasing order of levels of persecution. In order to see whether the position is
improving or deteriorating, after the name of each country we give the position it occupied in the list
published in July 2000, two years ago.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Saudi Arabia (1)
Afghanistan (2)
China (4)
Chechnya (33) (persecution of Muslims!)
Sudan (16 for Northern Sudan)
Yemen (13)
Comoros (17)
Maldives (9)
Iran (6)
Morocco (17)
Tunisia (23)
Libya (27)
Vietnam (8)
Egypt (21)
Turkmenistan (5)
North Korea (7)
Pakistan (12)
Laos (3)
Bhutan (10)
Kuwait (34)
United Arab Emirates (31)
Brunei (29)
Qatar (22)
Uzbekistan (19)
Somalia (11)

It should be noted that the reasons for persecution differ from country to country. In practically all of these
countries it is Christians that are being persecuted, because the government is Muslim, communist or
former communist, etc. But in the case of Chechnya, which forms part of the Russian Federation, the
majority of the population is Muslim and the Russian government, because of acts of sabotage and
terrorism, is targeting them.
These very informative and challenging extracts are taken from the 19th September 2002 bulletin of
Jericho Walls International, JWI South Africa,

JWI pray@jwipn.com

15.0

TESTIMONY AND PRAYER REQUEST

15.1 DRUGGED IN A LUXURIOUS BUS
It was meant to be a trans-Nigeria trip and I have packed accordingly. I was to be a speaker at a Missions
Awareness Seminar in Calabar on the 24th October. From there I was to attend a wedding of a couple of
missionaries in Gwagwalada, FCT for Saturday 26th and submit some documents at an embassy, before
proceeding to Sokoto to attend the National Congress of the Nigerian Veterinary Medical Association, of
which I am a member, starting 28th October. We had scheduled a meeting of the CHRISTIAN
VETERINARIANS NIGERIA (of which I am National Secretary) for during the congress.
In the afternoon of Wednesday 23rd, I was at the IFESINACHI Motors, Oremeji, Mokola, Ibadan to book a
seat on the Marco polo Luxurious night bus scheduled to travel that night. My seat number was 28. By 7.30
pm, I checked in, bought and ate spiced Suya barbecue from the Malam at the terminus. By 8.00 pm, we
were called to embark, and I took my seat. Much later, a bulky man who could be anything from a
Southerner to a Senegalese joined me on seat 27. As he settled down, he slowly unwrapped what I
supposed was a wrap of Suya. I perceived a strong odor, which ranged from freshly, baked meat pie to mild
phosphate chemical. A few minutes later, I fell into a stupor of a deep sleep. I had been drugged.
I slept throughout the journey from Ibadan to Aba. At Aba, I was woken up to disembark. My big traveling
bag, which had my personal effects and a most prized Reference Bible in it, had been taken away. I still
slept on a bench for another four hours or so at Aba. At one stage, I was woken to eat, but I vomited the
food almost immediately. Around noon, I was helped into a Calabar-bound bus, and I still slept throughout
the trip. Not until around 4.30 pm, when we reached Calabar, did the effects of the drugs clear enough for
me to find my way to my destination in Calabar.
I thank God for His mercies. It could have been worse. I have read in newspapers of busload of commuters
drugged and killed for ritual purposes. It was a survivor who was left to tell her story. Indeed life is a gift,
nay a debt we owe to God. Many evil men abound who could take one's life by many means, were it not for
God's mercies. We cannot be too careful and security conscious.
2002 had been for me a year of attacks by the devourer. In January I conveyed a team of ministers to a
mission field in Niger State for a one-week teaching seminar. On my return, my car developed engine
problem and I spent about one hundred and ten thousand naira (N 110,000.00) to put it in order. (Even
then I have not fully enjoyed the car since then).
Between January and March, the electronic version of the Lampstandletters, the listlampstandletters@lists.skannet.com experienced serious technical problems until it was hacked into and
finally became inaccessible. I thank God that we now have a new list, the
lampstandletters@yahoogroups.com.
In April, armed robbers visited our street and took a sum of seventy thousand naira (N70000.00) from me
(including a tithe of N25000.00 which a partner of the lampstandletters sent, and another N25000.00 which
my wife was supposed to travel with the next morning for the preparation for her mother's burial). Now
this... Please spare some moments to regularly pray for me. Pray also for the ministry the LORD has
committed into my hands.
May the flying scroll of God's judgment, go forth over the land, descend on the houses of every thief and
robber, consuming and making a desolation of their enterprise. Amen.

16.0

STEWARDSHIP

Publications: The various physically, spiritual and financial attacks we faced affected u a bit but we were
still able to produce and distribute three thousand copies of two editions - No. 29 October to December
2001 and No. 30 January to June 2002.
17.0

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Total receipts for the period October 2001 to September 2002 was thirty two thousand, two hundred naira
(N32200.00) cash and two thousand eight hundred and ten naira (N2810.00) stamps. Out of this a sum of
twenty five thousand naira only (N25000.00) was taken by the armed robbers, which visited our street in
April (see report titled Testimony on page 14 of Lampstandletters No. 30 January to June 2002), leaving a
balance of seven thousand two hundred naira only (N7200.00).
Expenditure was twenty nine thousand eight hundred naira only (N29800.00) for printing and postage of
the Lampstandletters during the period.
We are grateful for our supporters, especially the couple who sent in the twenty five thousand naira from
the States. Likewise the widow who has faithfully given her pledge of one thousand naira (N1000.00), from
time to time. The Lord will not forget your labor of love. May your number be increased in Jesus Name.
Amen.
18.0

NEW ELECTRONIC MEDIUM WEBSITE

Following the hacking of the list-lampstandleters@skannet.com, I am pleased to inform your of a new
website address and email for the electronic version of the Lampstandletters. If you would like to learn
more about the lampstandletters group, please visit
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lampstandletters. As a member of this group, you may send messages to
the entire group using just one email address: lampstandletters@yahoogroups.com.
Here's a description of the group: The list-lampstandletters is a bible based prophetic teaching commentary
on contemporary national and international (Spiritual, political etc) issues aimed at provoking informed
intercessions on such issues (Isaiah 2:5).
Postings are weekly or as matter arises. Subscribers are also free to make contributions.
To subscribe, visit http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lampstandletters or simply send your e-mail address to
me at lampstand@skannet.com or
teacher@skannet.com and I will add you on.
TO START SENDING messages to members of this group, simply send email to
lampstandletters@yahoogroups.com

Our needs
i. Prayer partners
ii. Financial partners
iii. A Computer and complete accessories (including bible programs and CD)
iv. Prayers.
Dr Tayo Babalobi.
November 2002.

19.0

ANGER = SNAKE VENOM (Psalm 58:4)

Psalm 58:4 in the Easy-to-Read Version of the Bible is rendered "Their anger is as dangerous as snake
venom'. Its footnote reads, "This is a word play in Hebrew. The word meaning' anger' sounds like the word
'poison, venom'". (Read Psalm 37:8, Proverbs 27:4).

THE SONS OFAZZUR (Jeremiah 28:1, Ezekiel 11:10)
Hananaih and Jaazaniah were two sons of Azzur, a true prophet of God.
Unlike their father, these two decided to walk in the path of falsehood and evil, during the days of the
prophet Jeremiah and Ezekiel.
It was around August/September 593 B.C. and the Babylonians have taken the first captives from
Jerusalem, placing Zedekiah as a stooge on the throne. Representatives from various neighbouring
countries came around in the hope of forming a subversive alliance with Zedekiah against the Babylonians.
The prophet Jeremiah walks the streets of Jerusalem wearing a wooden yoke in a token of submission and
servitude to the Babylonians (Jeremiah 27) He declares that it is God's will that the nations submit to the
Babylonians. Specifically, He warned them not to listen to their prophets, diviners, dreamers, soothsayers
and sorcerer. It was in this context that Hananiah took upon himself the garb of prophetic falsehood,
declaring thus speaks the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel saying; I have broken the yoke of the King of
Babylon. Within two full years, I will bring back to this place all the vessels of the Lord's house. (Jeremiah 28
1-4)
Hananiah then proceeded to take the yoke off the prophet Jeremiah's neck and broke it. In response to his
actions, the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah concerning Hananiah ". This year you shall die, because you
have taught rebellion against the Lord (Jeremiah 28:16) So Hananiah died the same year, two months later
(Jeremiah 28:17). Around the time God was defending the words of Jeremiah and dealing with Hananiah,
God was calling the priest Ezekiel into the prophetic ministry.
Soon everyone knew that he was a prophet. In September 592 B.C., leaders of the exile came to him to
discuss their affairs with him. Like his older contemporary Jeremiah experienced, false prophets, who told
the people what they wanted to hear, constantly undermined his ministry.
About fourteen months later, in September 592 B.C., God shows Ezekiel a vision of twenty-five men that sat
in an evil council giving wicked counsel to the people. These men were contradicting the prophets and
advocating resistance against Babylon (Ezekiel). Among the twenty-five were two persons Ezekiel
recognized- another son of Azzur called Jaazaniah and Pelitaih the son of Benaiah. Ezekiel pronounces
God's judgment on them, and to his horror, Pelitiah falls down and dies, while Ezekiel was still prophesying
(Ezekiel 11:4-13). Ezekiel was prompted to intercede for the remaining leaders. His intercession probably
saved Jaazaniah's life; else Azzur could have lost two sons in a year.
How come those two sons of a true prophet like Azzur ended up becoming false prophets, who actually
opposed God's true prophet? Was Azzur, like Samuel before him unable to command his children after
him? Or maybe the children just decided to be sons of Beliah, their father's efforts notwithstanding.
May the Lord grant us grace and ability to manage our families and make them follow our godly examples
in all respect? Amen.
By the Lampstand, September 2002.

20.0

THE CALL TO BE SPIRITUAL PIONEERS

- Larry Tomczak.

By definition, a pioneer is "one who ventures into unknown or unclaimed territory to settle" Pioneers may
open up new areas of thought, research or development. Pioneers are trailblazers, champions of a new
order, advance agents who break new ground. They are often people who die without the respect they
deserve.
The word "pioneer comes from the French language and originally meant: a foot soldier sent on to clear the
way". Pioneers are people who refuse to live as yesterday's people or today's people. Their feet are firmly
planted in tomorrow.
As Christians, pioneers realize this world is not their home. Therefore, the live with an eternal perspective.
The writer of the Book of Hebrew described men and women of faith as people with a pioneering spirit
(Hebrew 11: 13- 16).
If you are a Christian, you follow in the footsteps of your role model, Jesus Christ, the pioneer and perfecter
of your faith" (Hebrew 12: 1-2 NRSV). When you look to Jesus you understand that in order for revival to
begin in your life, you must follow Jesus with a reckless abandon into the mysterious unknown-and that
means change. Pioneering men and women of faith understand that change is only constant. This does not
mean change for change's sake, but rather a flexibility and sensitivity to the Spirit in pioneering new ground
and recovering that that has been lost due to disobedience, compromise and neglect in the Church.
Settlers, on the other hand, are people who settle. The word for settle comes from the word as sit.
Pioneers move ahead while settlers choose to stay. In a spiritual sense, settlers are people who settle for
the status quo. They are content with yesterday's manna and whatever leftovers life gives them.
Today a new breed of men and women is emerging! God is bringing together two generations that will
transform this present decadent society. You can be counted among the men and women who are
becoming pioneering Elijah generation in a King Ahab and Jezebel age.
Larry Tomczak serves on the IFA Board of Directors. This article first appeared in the Intercessors for
America Newsletter, Vol. 29, No. 10, October 2002 and is used here with Official Permission.
21.0

SORRY, HOW MANY TIMES?

The usual perspective of Luke 17: 1-5 is on the need to forgive a brother who sins against you for as many
times as he repents and apologies. There is another perspective - How many times (in a day) should a
Christian brother be ready to say sorry to his offended brother?
The answer is implied - if you have to say sorry seventy times seven times a day to your brethren, be ready
and willing to so do. Agree with your adversary quickly, lest at any time the adversary deliver thy to the
judge and the judge to the guard, and you be put in prison. (Matthew 5: 25 - 27). For an adversary is an
accuser, even when the adversary is a Christian like you. (Numbers 10: 29-32, I Sam. 30: 11-16, Judges 7:
10, Joshua 2:1).
"Now Moses said to Hobab the son of Rehuel the Midianite, Moses'father-in-law, "we are setting out for
the place of which the Lord said, "I will give to you. Come with us and we will treat you well; for the Lord
has promised us good things. In as much as you know how we are to camp in the wilderness, and you can
be our eyes. Number 13: 29-32 (Emphasis mine).
A very important purpose in missions, and particularly in Strategic Missions Research is what I term the
"Hobab Principle". This refers to the divine provision of an indigenous person to guide and assist the
missionary or researcher to accomplish his goal. (It is similar to the 'Am Ha'arez of Theology. 'Am Ha'arez is
Hebrew and literally means 'the people of the land' (or what we in Nigeria will call "sons of the soil.)

See-Jeremiah 1:18, 34:19, 37:2,44:21, Ezra 10:2,11, Nehemiah 10:30-31 etc. Source: A handbook of Biblical
Criticism by Richard N. Souilen, p.14).
A constant feature in the scriptures is the divine provision of "sons-of-the soil" to work along His
missionaries. For Moses it was Hobab (Number 10: 29-32). For Joshua it was Rahab (Joshua 2). For Gideon
it was Purah (Judges 7:10-11). For the Danites it was Micah and the young Levite (Judges 18: 2-27). For
David and his men it was the Egyptian slave boy (I Sam 30:11-16). The Apostle Paul had several of them,
including Gaius, Aristarchus and Timothy (Act 19: 29, 20:4).
Every pioneer missionary or research must pray to God to give him a Hobab. A point of caution: the Hobab
usually may not stand well as a Christian. He may be the despised of the society (like Rahab the harlot and
the Egyptian boy). They may be mercenaries, living out of the will of God like Micah's young Levite. They
may even be of much emotional or financial burden on you. But you need them. Indeed, God had provided
them for you, to be your 'eyes' and 'ears' among a hostile people. Treat such a person well! See Num. 10:29
- 32.
(Culled from the book "Biblical Approach to Strategic Missions Research" Tayo Babalobi 2002).

Three types of Adversaries;
Human, Baalamic, and Satanic
1. HOBAB: Hobab, the sister of Zipporah, Moses' wife was an Ethiopian (Numbers 10:29, 12:1). His father
Reuel (also known as Jethro) was the Priest of Median, and a descendant of Keturah, widely believed to be
the same person as Hagar, the Egyptian. Hence Hobab was of a priestly upbringing.
When the Israelites needed someone to be their eyes and guide in the wilderness, Hobab was the ready
choice. He was literarily begged to go along with the children of promise. Today God is raising an "Issachar
Company" from among the blacks, to provide direction and insight to the Church.
2. THE KENITES (1 Samuel 15:6)
The Kenites were direct descendants of Hobab, who guided the Israelites into the Promised Land. When the
Lord tested the obedience of Saul in the matter of the Amalekites, and Saul was found wanting, the Kenites
in simple obedience moved away from among the Amalekites, and were spared destruction.
Do we find such obedience among the black church today?
3. JAEL
The black women are not left out. Jael the wife of Heber the Kenite was the person who nailed Jabin, the
usurping oppressive King of Canaan (Judges 4,17, 5; 24-27). In the spiritual battles of these age, the Jaels of
the black church will join forces with the Deborahs and Baraks, to deal the Siseras and Amalekites of this
age, rendering their spiritual mothers childless, and their satanic wise ladies foolish (Judges 5 26- 30, 1
Samuel 15:33).
4. THE EGYPTIAN SERVANT OF THE AMALEKITE
Like Hobab, the black Egyptian boy was the guide to David, in his quest to recover all that the Amalekite
plundered.
Today, the blacks have been abandoned sick by their plundering colonial Masters. But in this third day
(millennium - 2 Peter 3: 8), we are being revived to provide guidance to the church to recover all the
Amalekites plundered. Remember that the restoration of the baptism of the Holy Spirit was restored
through a black preacher in Azusa Street at the beginning of the last century.

Other black persons of note include the Ethiopian runner of 2 Samuel 18, Ebedmelech (Jeremiah 38) and
Simon of Cyrene, who was forced to carry the cross of Jesus to Golgotha.
The Lord is calling forth to the black church for a restoration and a renewal:
Come let us return to the LORD, for he has torn us, that he way heal us, he has stricken us, and he will bind
us up. After two days he will revive us; on the third day he will raise us up, that we may live before him.
Let us know, let us press on to know the LORD; his going forth is as sure as dawn; he will come to us as the
showers; as the spring rains that water the earth (Hosea 6:1-3).
By the Lampstand, October 2002

“O house of Jacob, Come and let us walk in the light of the Lord” Isaiah 2:5
By the Lampstand. No. 31 Ibadan. July to December 2002
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